A highly focused professional liability insurance program designed to help protect lawyers and law firms ...

**LawyerCare**

Dedicated to Your Protection

As a LawyerCare policyholder, you have solid legal professional liability coverage from a company that will address your coverage needs and help give you more control—for the long-term. Count on knowledgeable, local professionals who help you manage uncertainty by offering quality risk resources and experienced claims handling assistance. We think that’s only fair.

Superior Strength and Stability

LawyerCare helps make it easy for you to secure fair coverage for the premium you pay. LawyerCare policies are underwritten by Medmarc—an industry leader rated A (Excellent) by A.M. Best. You are backed by proven and proactive claims-handling and strong financial stability.

As a LawyerCare insured, you benefit from the following coverage features:* 

- **PracticeGuard® Coverage**—helping your firm continue in the event of an attorney’s accidental death or disability
- **CyberCare™ Coverage**—providing you with $25,000/$25,000 of cyber risk protection ($250,000 limit available for additional premium)
- **Attorney Discipline Defense Coverage**—offering you immediate assistance of $15,000/$30,0000 in addition to the policy limits
- **Up to $10,000/$20,000 in Subpoena Assistance**—alleviating this strain on your resources
- **Automatic 60-day Reporting Period**—allowing you additional time to report a claim that occurred during the policy period
- **Extended Reporting Period Available at No Additional Premium**—for retiring attorneys (when you’re a LawyerCare insured for a minimum of three consecutive years) OR in the event of death or disability
- **Insured’s Reimbursement of $500/$10,000**—compensating your time spent (at our request) at a trial, hearing, or arbitration proceeding
- **Up to $7,500/$15,000 for Employment Practices Liability Defense**—providing coverage for alleged acts or omissions in the workplace
- **Reduced Deductible**—for resolution of claims using formal mediation early on in the claims-handling process
- **Consent to Settle**—offering you consent to settle without the “hammer clause”
- **Claims Expense Outside the Limit of Liability & First Dollar Defense Coverage**—options available to qualifying firms

*This information provides you with a general overview of the LawyerCare program’s coverage and benefits. It does not supersede, modify, or replace any policy terms or provisions, or any official financial information. For details or clarification on information provided here, please call your local agent.
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